Split-Page Book

Supplies needed to participate in the online workshop led by Yuka Petz
ypetz@mnbookarts.org

- Paper (Tabloid or legal paper recommended, but letter-size paper ok)
- Olfa knife (or X-acto, carton cutter, or other sharp cutting knife)
- Cutting mat (or cardboard to protect cutting surface)
- Needle
- Binding thread (or other thread, such as dental floss or embroidery thread)
- Ruler
- Pencil

Strongly Recommended Tools
- Bonefolder
- Awl"
- 8.5"x11" cardstock paper, any desired color
- Scissors
- Exacto Knife
- Glue Stick (Can use any available paper glue as substitute)
- Double Sided Tape 1/8" or 1/2" (Can use any available paper glue as substitute)
- Bone Folder (Spoon works as a good substitute)
- Ruler
- Pencil
- Found Imagery/ Flat Findings